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On the morning of 26 March 1923, newly appointed Italian Prime Min-
ister Benito Mussolini participated in the inauguration ceremony of the 
construction work for the Milan–Alpine lakes motorway: the first motor-
way in Europe. That day, Mussolini arrived in Milan in the early morning 
and visited the Italian Touring Club’s headquarters. Then, driving himself 
in his official car (as the Italian newspapers were careful to report), he 
arrived at the nearby village of Lainate, the starting point of the future 
motorway. There, in front of the very best of the Milanese establish-
ment, the tyrant was handed a pickaxe and gave the soil forty-one solid 
strikes, an undertaking that must have required a good three minutes to 
accomplish. Finally, Mussolini made way for the four hundred workers 
employed for the motorway construction.1

As in a thousand other cases, this ceremony was mainly propaganda, 
giving the actors involved a chance to shape the public image of con-
struction activities. Some elements, however, were unusual, such as 
the detail, unheard of in Italy, of a prime minister driving himself in a 
motor vehicle. Or the forty-one pickaxe strikes that the newspapers 
claim Mussolini made: not just a figurative gesture, more of an exhibi-
tion of virility. Both of these features were part of a political strategy that 
featured innovative propaganda elements and political appropriation 
of technology (such as the motor vehicle and the motorway itself), as 
well as technology as the main medium of this process of staging the 
political activities.2

The motor vehicle and the motorway were thus the enabler and 
enhancer of the tyrant, and of his ability to perform. Indeed, like science, 
technology was “conceived by the fascist regime as a crucial propa-
ganda element, instrumental to its display and indispensable to legiti-
mizing Mussolini’s power; his image as elaborated by the mass media 
has a twofold value: he is portrayed while he harvests grapes to evoke 
a rural dimension; as a motor vehicle driver or a plane pilot to show the 
symbols of innovation, modernity and progress.”3 It is therefore appro-
priate that the legacy of that motorway’s inauguration ceremony, and 
others that followed in the period from 1923 to 1935, stood out in the 
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public’s imagination regarding Italian motorways, and in the historical 
investigations too.4 For the Italians gathered there, for those reading 
newspapers, and for those passionate about modernity, technology, 
and speed, the Milanese motorway was a first step toward a visionary 
innovation made of motorways, cars, and subjugated environments.

This volume analyzes the history of Italian interbellum motorway 
programs and construction from 1922 to 1943. It is mainly, but not 
exclusively, a political history that focuses on the motorways’ concep-
tion, implementation, and symbolic value as landmarks of Italian and 
European modernity culture in that period, as the technological artifacts 
assumed an iconic value. We know how artifacts are entangled with 
politics,5 and how politics are entangled with artifacts.6 Though this 
volume puts political actors at the center of the stage, I am aware of 
the huge benefit that such a history gains by using works from Science 
and Technology Studies (STS), and naturally in taking advantage of the 
relevant development of transport history. In other words, the aim of 
this book is to write the history of Italian motorways in Fascist Italy as 
a history of Italian fascism: that is, framing motorways as an inner part 
of the Mussolini regime’s attempt to mobilize technocrats and entre-
preneurs toward innovative visions of the future, as well as a way of 
mobilizing the regime by technocrats and entrepreneurs.

This research path needs to keep in mind the visionary and palin-
genetic value of the motorway project, and, eventually, scrutinize why 
the Italian experience led the European debate. The key words of the 
subtitle—“Technology”, “Experts”, and “Politics”—define three research 
paths: technology as a central asset to achieving desired targets (desired 
at least by a part of society); experts and their relationship with moder-
nity and power; and politics as a third element, considering the highly 
political value of the motorway projects.

The most recent and inspiring research on Italian fascism has shown 
how Italian motorway projects were part of a wider plan in which 
railways, aviation, and bicycles were used to strengthen a vision of 
modernity within fascist self-representations, giving rise to ideologies 
of speed and technological nationalism.7 As suggested in Griffin’s works, 
what “assured a degree of mass consensus behind fascism was not 
the utopian vision of its theorists but its promise to most people of 
a stable system in which to plan their lives as well as access to a life-
style associated with modern urban civilization (e.g. cinema, sport and 
mobility), both of those prospects infused with a fervent patriotism.”8 In 
this regard, Mussolini’s regime openly used transport technologies as 
political tools, instrumental to building a “banal nationalism.”9 Indeed, 

“drawing upon spatial, symbolic, phenomenological and performative 
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ideas about identity” a national common sense can be created, and 
this can also occur via “automobility”10 and its “hybrid assemblage” or 

“machinic complex.”11 Moreover, as we will see in the following pages, 
the Italian motorway’s success in the European and international imag-
ination was vast. Given these elements, motorway history assumes a 
wider perspective, well beyond the transport field, and offers a chance 
to examine the Italian and European debate on technology and mod-
ernization in the interbellum, addressing principally, but not exclusively, 
the political appropriation of this debate.12

The Invention of the “Motorscape”

Peter Merriman’s use of the concept of landscape in investigating—his-
torically—the post–World War II English motorway is also very fruitful for 
the scrutiny of the Italian interbellum experience.13 The ideas of “geo-
graphical knowledge,”14 of motorscapes and of taskscapes, developed 
from the 1990s onward, are particularly appealing.15 The shift toward 
a banalized mobility, including road-based freight transport, as hap-
pened during and after World War I, required new spatial arrangements, 
and new concepts of motorized vehicles.16 In the 1920s, automobilism 
moved toward daily, trivial, and economically driven attitudes (or at least, 
that’s how it was depicted), calling for time efficiency, and therefore 
requiring innovative spatial arrangements. World War I introduced the 

“systems” perspective in automobile mobility,17 leading to the creation of 
new infrastructural solutions, in which the imperative of motor vehicle 
drivers was to perform mobility with the best cost-benefit outcome, 
with efficiency and efficacy as the main goals. Driving was accountable, 
targeting time- and effort-saving, which meant the expulsion of the 
slow (as inefficient) and the old (as out-of-date) was fully legitimate and 
therefore a top priority for the expert community and for policy makers.

The goal of resource-saving could be achieved by shaping the road 
according to the vehicle,18 forging a new transport platform devoted to 
motorized mobility, which would reduce the efforts of drivers. The final 
aim was quasi-automatic driving. The hope of “routinized time-space”19 
devoted to motor vehicles was difficult to obtain on ordinary roads, as 
it collided with the resilience of the old use of public spaces. It took, at 
least in Europe, some decades to achieve a near-total dominance of 
ordinary roads by motor cars. However, drivers still needed simplified 

“routes and places in which shared, synchronized movement, work and 
recreation [were] carried out,” linking “individual time-space paths, iden-
tifying points of spatial and temporal intersection.”20 The motorways 
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fulfilled this requirement. If we put the autostrade (Italian for motorways) 
in this framework, they were above all an answer to the new needs of 
a trivialized attitude toward the practice of driving and moving, offer-
ing a simplified environment, creating the greatly desired motorscape 
made up of familiar, coordinated, and recognizable elements. In this 
motorscape, the motor vehicle owner of the 1920s no longer had to deal 
with drunk cart-drivers, slow bicycle riders, and disrespectful pedestri-
ans. The previous model of “aggressive motoring” by wealthy and care-
less drivers up to World War I, a well-established metaphor of political 
values,21 was suddenly becoming a bottleneck for further automobility 
development.

The Italian 1920s motorway proposals went further, promising to 
manage not only the driving landscape, but also the mechanical appa-
ratus, e.g., the motor car itself. The emphasis of engineer Piero Puricelli’s 
earliest pamphlet on the network of mobile and fixed car mechanics 
addressed this anxiety over the reliability of the technology. In this vein, 
the Italian motorway was framed not just as a geographical artifact, but 
as a complex sociotechnical system, able to deal with the highly diverse 
needs of drivers. Indeed, the invention, ex novo, of the motorway was 
not just forging the landscape and the everyday use or the technical-
ities of the vehicle: the autostrada was also reshaping the image and 
the symbolic universe of automobility. Motorways were an invention to 
domesticate the fierce driving of the antebellum, and at the same time 
to target new layers of users, namely, middle-class and petty-bourgeoi-
sie (both male and female) elements. Being part of a wider plan to open 
motorization to new masses, Piero Puricelli—the “inventor” and builder 
of the 1920s Italian motorways—focused the experience of driving 
around safety and comfort.

Puricelli himself clearly presented the ambition of the motorway in 
1922:

On the motorways there will be just motor vehicles, and our aim is to give 
the network a level of assistance and comfort that is not yet known in 
our country, and more inclusive than even the United Kingdom and the 
United States, from where we got the model.

On the motorway,
 – There will be several road inspector’s houses, which will be home 

to the road inspectors and will also offer frequent points for shelter 
and refueling;

 – The distances, the routes, and the obstacles will be carefully indi-
cated with international signs also visible at night;

 – There will be petrol and oil stations, with automatic dispensers and 
controlled quantity and quality;
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 – Mechanical and medical first-aid points will be opened, while 
motorway “mechanics” will patrol the carriageway with “flying 
workshops” to carry help wherever it is needed.22

The 1920s motorway users would have mainly come from middle- 
and lower-middle-class arenas, addressing trivialized needs like daily 
commuting or more occasional family-oriented vacation trips. This did 
not kill drivers’ dreams of speeding and wandering, but surrogated and 
contained them according to petty-bourgeois desires: “The car and 
its components become a reservoir for societal symbolism, as an icon 
of a particular kind of domesticated, automotive culture. Around it, a 
lower-middle-class culture coagulated, celebrating the nuclear family, 
experimenting with new values of civility . . . and creating a narcissistic, 
individualist fantasy.”23 In other words, the autostrada offered a domes-
ticated use of cars, but still kept the promise of (risk-free) speed.

Later in the book, I will address the (different) paths of mobilizing a 
motorscape and taskscape in the United States and Europe. Here we can 
state that the autostrada emerged as a time-space apparatus, with the 
role of increasing mundane driving performance. As suggested by Billig, 
these performances acted as “enhabilitation,” where “thoughts, reac-
tions and symbols become turned into routine habits.”24 In these ways, 
the motorways both were legitimizing and favored the shift toward a 
different use of motor vehicles, (i) asserting motorized transport as a 
national and economic priority, (ii) simplifying its sociotechnical system, 
and (iii) reassuring drivers about the manageability of motor vehicles’ 
time-space coordinates. The target was a “desensitized physical expe-
rience” of driving.25

A large set of agencies and financial resources was required in order 
to achieve this aim. After World War I, “we also witness a shift in the 
way the car was seen by central government, industry, and car and 
touring clubs alike: whereas in the previous period the car was per-
ceived as a seemingly autonomous artifact providing the motorist with 
an individualized pleasure . . . , now the automobile was taken up in a 
system of maintenance by a service infrastructure, and of registration 
and taxation by a bureaucracy on several governmental levels.”26 It is 
not surprising to note how the state, especially the Italian Fascist one, 
backed (to some extent) the motorway proposal both for its practicality 
and for its symbolism. Altogether, similar to Jeremy Packer’s commen-
tary on the United States, in Europe the “disciplining of mobility orga-
nized though traffic safety is . . . a means of keeping the system running 
smoothly, even as it often works as a means of keeping systems of 
social inequality intact.”27 Later, automobility domestication and danger 
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avoidance became a “biopolitical obligation to life,”28 a central element 
of 1920s political discussion. “Adventure, the secret behind the success 
of the emergence of automobility, threatened to collide with order, the 
secret behind the successful persistence of automobility during the 
interbellum.”29 In this vein, the autostrada could have been enlisted in 
the fight for control, overturning the anarchist violent and bottom-up 
use of motor cars to a top-down management of movement: “You do 
not control people with a highway. But by making highways, you multi-
ply the means of control.”30 This would have led to the creation of good 
drivers, who could also easily be good and obedient citizens.31 The 
autostrada can therefore also be framed as a form of social engineering, 
and like other social engineers, Puricelli “had a vision of a future society, 
and ways to form it.”32

Motorway Politics, between Tradition and Modernity

The 1920s motorway advocates openly targeted the middle class as 
future drivers, offering that social strata a better future in which they 
could combine the latest outcome of technology (motor vehicles) with 
traditional lifestyles (family oriented), and the achievement of aspiration 
(such as the petty-bourgeois desire to live in the countryside in one’s 
little villa). Puricelli, in 1922, went further, forecasting that also a cook 
(una cuoca) could one day drive a motorcycle (and avoid any engage-
ment in social revolution, as Lenin wished a few years earlier), if only a 

“virtuous cycle” could occur. What was needed was

therefore, propaganda on the use of motor vehicles and the prompt 
replacement of horse-drawn carts. . . . Therefore, a new development 
of the road network; therefore, new popularization of car use; therefore, 
a garage in every house; therefore, every family with a car: the clerical 
worker, the laborer and also the [female] cook with a motorcycle, with 
a sidecar, with a little truck; therefore, distance annihilated; therefore, 
country life, well-being, pleasure. . . . Here is the ‘virtuous cycle’ for 
mankind: the road, the car and prosperity—in those happy countries with 
motor vehicles for the roads and roads for motor vehicles.33

Motor vehicles (including here the usually historically forgotten 
motorcycles) would no longer be a special object, but a “working tool,” 
to quote the title of a 1921 TCI (Italian Touring Club) campaign in favor of 
motor vehicles.34 The motor vehicle as a personal mobility instrument; 
the motorway as a catalyzer of this process, permitting widespread 
motorization, and housing developments in the countryside, with a 
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positive cascade effect for individuals and society as a whole. Indeed, 
for the “road lobby” the motorway had a social and political function. It 
was Luigi Vittorio Bertarelli, the Italian Touring Club’s influential presi-
dent, who wrote that with the motorway everyone could finally leave 
the crowded cities and move to the countryside. The combination of 
cars (or motorcycles and sidecars) and motorways enhanced the tradi-
tional model of the garden city movement, because it was now possible 
to avoid (at least for those blessed with a motor vehicle) the discomforts 
and fixed schedules of tramways and trains.

The car owner who has to commute . . . from within the radius of 25 km 
from Milan takes the train, although the trip to the station, the ride on 
the train, and the time spent to reach the final destination takes double 
the time of traveling by car. Those who have to travel 30 or 40 km simply 
renounce purchasing a car. Those who must travel to have dinner with 
their families at the countryside villas cannot do so: it would be practically 
impossible with an average speed of 30, maybe 40 km/h without endan-
gering their own and others’ lives.

[However,] the Varese area [about 40 km from Milan], which has some 
thousands of little villas for professionals, could be the evening desti-
nation of similarly small cars or motorcycles if it were possible to travel 
without dust, at 60 to 80 km/h, and with complete safety of the drivers 
and others.35

The motorway would be targeted at middle-class elements, com-
muting between the city and the countryside, without forgetting the 
use of the new autostrada for tourist and commercial purposes. The 
motorway became the incubator of a new Italy, modernized but not 
transfigured, speedy but also idyllic. “Let the car have, for the first time 
in Italy, its own safe road, so that mankind’s activities can progress more 
easily and deftly. Let the automobile have its own safe road, so that the 
humble cart, pedestrian or cyclist can travel more safely and untroubled. 
Let the automobile have its own safe road, so that those looking for a 
day of peace and serenity, away from the frantic pace of city life can 
have a more intimate and complete joy, penetrating and understanding 
the divine beauty of the Italian landscape.”36

This, then, was the weak link in Italian progress: the awful conditions 
of the roads. But once transformed, they could become the springboard 
of modernity. We have here a mixture of modernity and tradition, the 
technologizing of everyday life and the hope of achieving a pastoral 
lifestyle. Here comes the pertinence of investigating the fascist relation-
ship with technology, and the manner of framing this link, keeping in 
mind the categories of an “alternative modernity” and palingenesis.37 As 
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Jeffrey Herf recalled in his groundbreaking work on “reactionary mod-
ernism,” fascism also had to deal with two poles: how could “national 
tradition be reconciled with modern culture, modern technology and 
modern political and economic institutions?”38 This dilemma was, as 
we know, even more relevant after World War I, and naturally it was a 
crucial point also for Italian fascism. It is not the ambition of this book 
to investigate in detail the relationship between fascism and technol-
ogy, but this link is crucial once we analyze 1920s motorway plans. In 
addressing this research path, we need to say that the role of science 
and technology in Fascist Italy is a topic largely underrepresented in the 
national debate,39 and to be fair, dwarfed by the attention claimed by the 
more notorious Nazi German parallel.40

We must consider that the 1920s Italian motorway plans were maybe 
too visionary and a little bit odd for a country like Italy that was still 
agricultural. However, they were real, and they had real and tremendous 
impact: we must take them seriously. In this vein, we need to reframe 
a banalized view of Mussolini’s regime, which emerges—also in histo-
riography—as a “somewhat harmless dictatorship.”41 This benevolent 
and dismissive attitude toward Italian fascism can be extended to Italian 
technology in the interbellum, in which the Italians are considered pos-
sibly creative, but not suited to technological challenges, emerging as 
romanticized rascals at best.42 We have also a dominant historiograph-
ical approach, which posits a robust cultural and political dependency 
of Italian fascism on Nazi Germany: the most recent works, however, 
have unveiled counterflows, in which Italian Fascist social and tech-
nological experiments were followed abroad with great attention, and 
often replicated. The motorways emerge as the most evident example 
of the above, going beyond Nazi Germany: aside from other European 
milieus, we know that English experts were visiting Italian motorways 
in 1929,43 and that “Puricelli’s plan from 1932 . . . circulated in American 
policy circles in its revised 1940 version.”44

This leads us to frame the role of experts in Fascist Italy. The experi-
ence of World War I bestowed a great relevance on technocrats, mainly 

“for initiating a change in attitude toward a belief that the state has to 
accept responsibility for the running of the economy and large techno-
logical systems.”45 This means that also in Italy we can speak of “the hour 
of the experts” as typical of the whole interbellum Europe,46 in which 
technocrats were striving for long-term planning and implementation 
of large-scale projects, a line of action which, eventually, also “often 
made them prone to follow authoritarian political concepts.”47 Addi-
tionally, focusing on Italian society, “it seems—though more research is 
needed—that engineers, surveyors, veterinarians and agronomists saw 
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in the Fascist movement the chance not only to confirm their status 
vis-á-vis the working class, but to improve their status in relation to the 
older professions.”48

In this regard, the Italian motorways should not be framed in terms 
of a cost-benefit analysis, which would lead to economic inconsis-
tency and to transport policy flimsiness. The Italian motorways should, 
instead, be regarded according to the concept that technology tran-
scends market needs. As for the Nazis, I go so far as to state that also 
Italian fascists “sought to present themselves to engineers as a move-
ment dedicated to emancipating technology from its misuse by market 
interests and then to placing it in the service of the state.”49 In this vein, 
technology could be a bridge between past (tradition) and future (a 
transcendent future), in which engineers were the main celebrants.50 
In other words, the “juxtaposition of permanent technology and eva-
nescent capitalism”51 was an important theme in the reactionary mod-
ernists’ milieu and this line of thought seduced Italian technocrats as 
well, as part of this “myth of renewal.”52 This myth, this transience, was 
achievable also via “megalomaniac structures like the planning and 
building of national freeway networks.”53 So, how should motorways 
be defined within this perspective? How should the desire for speed and 
thrill be combined with the middle-class search for reassurance, espe-
cially after World War I? How can technocrats’ ambitions be combined 
with political goals? How was fascism able to mix all those elements, so 
apparently distant from each other, and still present such a pastiche as 
a coherent outcome?

It seems to me that Thomas Rohkrämer’s work on Antimodernism, 
Reactionary Modernism and National Socialism offers a fitting perspec-
tive. While innovation is accepted by fascists as central, they present 
technology under reassuring aesthetics. This can also be said for Puri-
celli’s program, more precisely once he offered an understandable 
modernity, in which technology was not portrayed as openly encom-
passing any political flag (in its visual form or otherwise), and in which 
the choreography of the motorway embeds elements of the past. So 

“while the industrial sphere was thus supposed to be functional and the 
political sphere awe-inspiring, the private sphere was aiming to give a 
feeling of warmth and cosiness.”54

The technical age was accepted as a practical necessity, but not cel-
ebrated in a technical style; people had to fulfill their function, but 
relaxation and distraction were granted; and culture was consciously 
employed as an escape from a dreary or horrifying material reality. In 
this respect, the National Socialists arrived at a more sustainable lifestyle 
within modern reality than the modernists: in their openness to compro-
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mise in all but their core beliefs they accepted that the demands of the 
modern functional age were only bearable if allowance was made for 
compensation and escapism.55

Puricelli proposed top-notch modernity and speed, but designed the 
tollhouses constructed along the motorway in quasi–art nouveau style. 
The order given to the motorway personnel to give a military hand 
salute to any driver passing through not only reinforced social ranking, 
but also tempered the motorway’s hypermodernity into recognizable 
(and traditional) performances. So, speaking of Fascist Italy, “the political 
language in this way carries scientific values, but without referencing 
technological, logical, concise and rational scientific jargon. On the 
contrary, the scientific language aims to assimilate the rhetoric of the 
political language.”56

Motorways beyond Transport, and Their Impact beyond Italy

This volume aims to address the history of Italian motorways well 
beyond the history of transport, and well beyond Italian borders. As 
stated, road renewal was the core of infrastructural enhancement, and it 
was perceived as a tool to force modernity: good roads were often seen 
by prominent and ruling groups on both sides of the Atlantic Ocean as 
fundamental tools to drive economic and social development, as well 
as a physical and figurative symbol of modernity in the territory and in 
society. Using Gijs Mom’s words, “the emergence of the limited-access 
highway is presented as a turning point in the history of mobility.”57 
Such infrastructural planning has parallels with the beginning of the 
twentieth century when an extremely fast, large, and unquestioned 
diffusion of car culture around the world was observed (unquestioned, 
at least, by some parts of society).58 The implementation of modernity 
and—most relevant to this volume—of transport modernity, was pre-
sented and represented as an unavoidable and linear process, though 
it had a messy and complex realization. We should not consider the 
Italian 1920s motorways as projects that were clearly defined, planned, 
and implemented by several extraordinary political and entrepreneurial 
figures. On the contrary, this volume centrally assumes that the Italian 
experience of road renewal was messy, complex, and even accidental: 
like the early 1920s fascist economic decisions that were indeed “an 
instrumental action rather than a coherent, long-term policy,”59 1920s 
motorway programs were short-sighted, regional in scale, and left to 
the enthusiasm of the local supporters and to the wishes of the empiri-
cally based decisions of Mussolini. I assert that Piero Puricelli conceived 
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motorways by chance (if he actually did invent them, an assertion that I 
investigate in this book), in an attempt to achieve other goals. Moreover, 
Mussolini’s regime supported those plans because it was pleased—and, 
sometimes, forced—to by circumstance, including the need to repay 
some of its sponsors.

In approaching this large theme, we can count today on a broad 
historiography. The construction of a road system adapted for the use 
of automobiles has received much attention from historians in the past 
few decades. The research has offered a wider understanding of the 
mobility shift that occurred in the twentieth century, exploring prom-
ising new fields, such as the social use of the roads, the technical and 
political aspects of this change and—last but not least—road renewal 
as a step to generate genuine mass motorization. In other words, auto-
mobile infrastructure is no longer seen as granted by invisible hands, 
but as the result of social and political decisions, as well as the outcome 
of technical and social attitudes and behaviors. This process was not 
smooth at all, but involved resistance, compromise, mediation, and 
failure, and involved many players.

Moving back to the Italian motorways in the interbellum, the above 
framework gives me the opportunity to offer innovative elements of 
examination, as well as different axes of interpretation.

1. The motorway projects did not land in an empty landscape; on 
the contrary, they were the result of the particular Italian situation. 
A part of the book is devoted to the history of the “ordinary” road 
network, because it is necessary to understand that network’s 
characteristics and its mismatch with the shift toward new auto-
mobilism landscapes in order to fruitfully investigate the motor-
way proposals.

2. Additionally, the infrastructure contractors emerge as a leading 
force, driving the action. I call this constellation of actors the “road” 
lobby (similar to the “road gang” acting in the United States in the 
1940s60) and I argue that—at least in Italy—the automobile indus-
try (or “car” lobby) was rather tepid about, even opposed to, any 
monumental road programs beyond the cities. As shown below, 
further elements must be considered, such as the still-influential 
Italian Touring Club (TCI), and the Italian Automobile Club (ACI), 
both of which offered support to the road lobby.

3. On the political side, I argue that during the 1920s the Italian 
context had an inherent contradiction between the proclaimed 
will to modernize the transport arena and the weakness of any 
political action to support this goal. According to the evidence 
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presented here, the (small) infrastructural gains in 1920s Italy 
were not a triumphal march to modernity, nor were the different 
interests subjugated to an intrusive dictatorship that was able to 
forge a new nation and pave the country with thousands of brand 
new motorways.

The third point moves us back to the idea that the leading force in envi-
sioning motorways was a group of contractors with strong interests in 
the road construction field, in alliance with (already) declining but still 
powerful car user associations.

So while we can expect fascism to be a turning point in the mobil-
ity (and, by extension, modernity) field, all the research (on roads, rail-
ways, and aviation) shows that although Mussolini’s regime did achieve 
relevant, widely recognized, and visionary outcomes, its role seems 
much less coherent and comprehensive than previously thought. What 
fascism did, more modestly, was find acceptable compromises with 
the leading actors. For a decade after World War I, any step toward the 
implementation of the road system was linked to the prewar program, 
while the variegated and ambitious plans on the floor after 1922 were 
largely designed by industrialists, and not by fascism or central public 
apparatuses. This is true beyond the motorway case: as Eric Lehmann 
also noted regarding fascist aviation,61 far from being a solid, monolithic, 
and sturdy producer of transport infrastructure and systems, fascism 
had no clear strategy or master plan, and, instead, showed indecision 
and contradictory governance. However, as Mussolini understood well, 
building 84 kilometers of “hyper-modern” motorway shifted attention 
away from the inadequate (for motor vehicles) 20,000 kilometers of 
road network.

On top of this, it was not Mussolini or any other Fascist Party member 
who was the driver of this game. We know that Piero Puricelli, Silvio 
Crespi, and the Italian Touring Club were—backstage—calling the shots, 
creating a wide social acceptance of the master narrative in the mobility 
field, and spreading the gospel of modernity conceived through the 
rallying cries of speed, technology, and efficiency. The lobby showed 
significant ingenuity, proposing an extraordinary variety of flexible 
administrative models, not to mention detailed surveys and construc-
tion programs. Those experts had a good grip on the international 
debate, promoting inquiries into foreign reforms and taking part in 
global umbrella associations (Italo Vandone, as a TCI delegate, partic-
ipated as early as 1908 in the first PIARC conference; Silvio Crespi was 
leader of the League of the Nations transport committee; while Piero 
Puricelli himself was a resolute business traveler).62
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As the history of Italian motorways shows, these actors were surely 
visionary but they were playing a game that was too big for them. The 
indefatigable “road lobby” lost the main battle, but left a strong heritage 
nonetheless. The colossal road renewal plans faced long delays—ulti-
mately implemented only in the 1960s—because of their huge scale. The 
proposals advanced by those contracts and industrialists were surely 
innovative, imaginative, and leading the European trends. However, as 
soon as the fascist system had definite domestic consensus, it exploited 
(and very generously paid for) the scheme that fit Mussolini’s party’s 
needs better, with no further consideration of the proponents. The 
National Road Agency—formed in 1928—allowed the regime to show off 
its centralized attitude, put an end to seventy years of provincial council 
control of the main roads, and created a brand new bureaucratic orga-
nization, which was easier to lead than the complex and unreliable min-
istry staff (not to mention the treacherous provincial administrations).

This trivialized and banalized road management did not obscure 
the visionary idea behind motorways. The media success of the Italian 
1920s autostrade and their presentation as pacesetters of the future was 
a favorite theme of fascist propaganda. The Italian air raids on South 
and North America in the 1930s certainly wouldn’t have convinced too 
many Italians to become pilots, but they did spread the very idea of 
aviation as (fascist) modernity.63 In the same way, while motorways did 
not make every Italian a driver, they made the concept of motor vehicles 
appealing—no longer a tool for wealthy people, but an everyday device 
for commercial and practical uses.

But although it was envisioned and developed nationally, the appeal 
of the 1920s Italian motorways went beyond domestic borders. The 
Milan–Lakes motorway “became a Mecca for civil engineers as well 
as municipal or governmental officials interested in a modern road 
adapted to automobile traffic,” while Puricelli was seen as the “Spiritus 
rector,”64 and “Father” (“père”)65 of all European motorway proposals. This 
book is focused on the Italian motorways built in the interbellum, but it 
investigates how they influenced European and non-European discus-
sions. In the 1920s and 1930s, thousands of foreign technicians, policy 
makers, and journalists visited the Italian motorways, contributing to 
making them an icon of modernity, the feature that motor car diffusion 
needed for its rapid growth. Most likely, the audience was waiting for 
this kind of groundbreaking sociotechnical system, and, at the same 
time, its success was carefully planned. Already in April 1923, Mussolini 
and Puricelli, a month after the start of construction, proposed Milan as 
the seat for the 1926 Permanent International Association of Road Con-
gresses (PIARC) conference. Milan was chosen precisely because of its 
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role in the motorway programs. The PIARC conference further boosted 
the international recognition of those projects; fascism obtained a great 
propaganda success, while Puricelli dreamed of European and non-Eu-
ropean motorway schemes (and works, including a 1920s motorway 
plan for the Beijing–Sea route in China). If, in Italy, Puricelli’s star had 
already declined in 1927, the zenith of that worldwide debate was the 
period between 1928 and 1932, during which the idea of European 
motorways was conceived as a political and economic tool. Politi-
cal, because the building of a European network was seen as a tool 
to consolidate the ephemeral diplomatic distention following the 1928 
Kellogg–Briand Pact; economic, because the 1929 crisis was becoming 
evident and the motorway construction work could be used as a sort 
of European New Deal. Puricelli’s restless dynamism made Italy part of 
that plan, but the 1929 crisis was too strong to support those dreams. 
The rise of Hitler in Germany was the final blow, enclosing each country 
within its nationalism and putting a European plan out of reach, even 
though the Nazi regime exploited and developed the Italian example to 
a level that was unheard of, making Autobahnen one of the main pillars 
of its propaganda.66

Who Conceived the Motorways?

There is little doubt about the role of Piero Puricelli in the events sur-
rounding the motorways. He was the motorway “inventor,” its enthu-
siastic prophet, its planner, and its builder. He was more than a road 
engineer or a talented entrepreneur. Born in Milan, he obtained his 
degree in Switzerland, took over the family company, specialized in 
road construction, and made the company into the main Italian player 
in the sector. During World War I he already understood—a lot better 
than his Italian peers—that road renewal was relevant as part of a larger 
discussion about modernization, and through his entrepreneurial activ-
ities he built a large and strong network of supporters.67 He visited the 
United States as early as 1919, and later sent one of his assistants there 
to develop a better grasp on the technical and social developments 
on the other side of the Atlantic and to be able to imitate the mech-
anized construction systems in Italy. In the same period, he founded 
(with the Italian Touring Club) and funded a road materials laboratory 
(1919); conceived, planned, and built a racetrack in Monza, still in use 
today (1922);68 founded and funded a chair devoted to road engineering 
at the Polytechnic University of Milan (1925); and coordinated a road 
renewal inquiry on the entire Italian road network, which included 
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Build-Own-Operate-Transfer (BOOT) project financing (1925–1927). He 
had a good relationship with the socialist Milan city administration, and 
very likely also generously financed Mussolini’s party. Puricelli was the 
president of the city annual fair and later vice president of the Bureau 
of International Expositions. He was appointed senator in 1929, and in 
1940 was made count of Lomnago.69 He was also a man with fortunate 
timing when it came to motorways: a few months after his proposal 
for a motorway connecting Milan with the Alpine lakes, Mussolini was 
appointed prime minister. Two weeks after this appointment, Mussolini’s 
government approved (and cofinanced) Puricelli’s project. Puricelli not 
only built the motorway in sixteen months, but soon implemented a 
project of renewal for 20,000 kilometers of Italian roads.

However, if I have no doubts about Puricelli’s extraordinary presence 
and energy, he was not always passionate about his creation. For Puri-
celli the motorways had an instrumental business role, which is shown 
very well in his private letters and confidential reports. By 1925, he was 
already claiming that the Italian motorway fever could have negative 
effects on the road renewal programs, while between 1929 and 1931 he 
was simultaneously fantasizing about mammoth continental European 
road plans and dismissing many—if not all—of the Italian proposals for 
new construction as flimsy and inconsistent. So I believe that his motor-
way projects should be framed first and foremost as a business cam-
paign of personal and professional affirmation: for Puricelli they were an 
extraordinarily valuable (and successful) public relations strategy, which 
further boosted his relevance in the Italian and international industrial 
landscape. This also explains Puricelli’s political role, a role that has 
been forgotten by historiography. Despite the fact that his archives are 
not accessible, and probably will never tell us the whole story, we can 
say with confidence that Puricelli acted as a hidden ambassador for 
Mussolini. We find him visiting foreign dignitaries and even prime min-
isters of Germany, France, and Austria in the same weeks that diplomacy 
antennas were twitching. He was in Germany to meet Hitler in 1934 
while the Dollfuss crisis affected the diplomatic agenda, and in Paris in 
late 1935 when the Italian government was promoting French and U.K. 
neutrality about the forecasted Ethiopia invasion.70

Puricelli, naturally, was not alone. He was primus inter pares in a very 
large network, in which it is difficult to differentiate between a real, pas-
sionate engagement with modernity and more trivial economic targets. 
The Milanese economic and political establishment was largely tied up 
in the 1922 motorway program. The program matched the widespread 
ideas of speed, efficiency, and novelty, but it also appealed to the desire 
to open a new period of infrastructural development, explicitly recalling 
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the golden era of nineteenth-century railway fever. The Milan estab-
lishment was also charmed by the idea of being at the core of such a 
program, not only in terms of entrepreneurship, but also geographically, 
with Milan at the center of the network. So the motorway programs 
mirrored the city’s ambitions of modernity, dynamism, and up-to-date 
infrastructure developments. Of course, some entrepreneurs were 
happier than others to develop motorways: Piero Pirelli (rubber indus-
try) and Ernesto Reinach (lubricant oil) had additional reason to support 
Puricelli’s ambitions. The same can be said about the Milan Automobile 
Club, or the Italian Touring Club, considering the latter had (and still has) 
its headquarters in Milan. However, the involvement was broader: the 
entire Milanese bourgeoisie, as well as the socialist local administra-
tions, rotary club members, and bankers, industrialists from all sectors, 
top-ranking road technicians, Lombardy Chambers of Commerce, and 
provincial councils. It is difficult to believe that experienced bankers 
like Giuseppe Toeplitz considered the motorway to be good business. 
More likely, they considered Puricelli’s proposal as a pie in which to put 
their fingers, aiming at potential long-term benefits, and maybe fas-
cinated personally by the audacity of such a big vision for the future. 
As happened for the railway fever in the nineteenth century, in 1922 
the Milan–Lakes motorway generated a domino effect and irrepress-
ible enthusiasm: in every city from Naples to Bergamo, local commit-
tees mushroomed with the aim of building motorways. However, just 
a couple of years later, Piero Puricelli found himself unable to control 
his own creation. And, as early as the late 1920s, Mussolini’s regime no 
longer saw any appeal in financing motorway programs; following the 
1929 crisis, new motorways were definitively out of the question.

In comparison with the big vision and multitude of plans, the actual 
outcomes realized in Italy in the 1920s and 1930s were meager and 
incoherent, left to the fate and will of local committees and to the power 
of their patrons (and their limited aspirations and short-term specula-
tions). Altogether, only 500 kilometers of motorway were built, without 
any real coordination by the central authorities, although Milan was at 
the center of the embryonic network. After 1933, in the same period 
that Nazi Germany began a program that overshadowed any previous 
outcomes, the Italian government found itself constrained to buy back 
the private motorway companies. The government took on the man-
agement of the few motorways that had been built, while Puricelli lost 
his empire.
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The Italian Motorways and Their Historic Legacy

The history of the Italian motorways is still an underdeveloped area. 
While Puricelli pops up today in many publications dealing with the 
European technocrats and we have good investigations of the inter-
bellum European motorway lobby, Italian historians have given little 
attention to the country’s motorways. Lando Bortolotti’s works, pub-
lished back in the 1980s and 1990s, are an exception. They were pio-
neering publications, breaking down the rhetoric of Italian primacy in 
building motorways (the first in the world), and those texts are still a 
major source of information on this issue. On his own, Carlo Mochi 
offered a careful reconstruction of the entire Italian transport policy 
throughout the twentieth century,71 while in the past two decades, in 
parallel to a renewed international debate,72 Andrea Giuntini, Federico 
Paolini, Enrico Menduni, and Stefano Maggi, among others,73 have 
added to the literature.

The legacy of the 1920s motorway program is controversial: the 1929 
crisis crushed Puricelli’s companies (although he himself received very 
generous severance pay). After World War II, he was too involved in the 
fascist plot to be back on the stage, and most likely not interested in 
defining a new political role for himself.74 In the 1950s, during the launch 
of the new national motorway programs, the events of the 1920s were 
an embarrassment due to the involvement of Mussolini. The plans from 
the 1920s and 1930s were surely on the desks of the new planners,75 but 
the new building season followed other models and rhetoric, and the 
Italian technicians (usually those from the prewar period) did not need 
any creation myth to legitimize their actions—even less one as politi-
cally cumbersome as Puricelli’s.76 They looked with admiration at the 
United States model and the International Road Federation’s activities.77

The 1973 oil crisis showed the limits of the motorway (and motor 
vehicle) model, leading to self-reflective analysis. The private compa-
nies involved in the motorway business started to show interest in their 
remote history, which culminated in some self-celebratory volumes 
and articles devoted to rediscovering the 1920s plans, after carefully 
removing any political or ideological implications. After a long pur-
gatory, Puricelli was often presented as a visionary, albeit an ingen-
uous and politically clumsy genius.78 According to a simplified vision 
of technology history, motorways were the outcome of a one-man 
band, Piero Puricelli. Experts and technicians of motorway engineering, 
such as Francesco Aimone Jelmoni,79 a pupil of Carlo Isnardo Azimonti 
and planner of the Milan–Naples motorway in the 1950s, Giovanni Da 
Rios, and Savino Rinelli, in their 1970s and 1980s publications, depicted 
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 Puricelli as a visionary entrepreneur, audacious to the point of fearless-
ness, with a strong vision that was unaccomplished due to bad luck. In 
this rosy version of his profile, it was only thanks to his 1920s plans and 
construction that 1950s Italy was able to implement a modern program 
after World War II. The misunderstandings of Puricelli’s contemporaries 
or even the aversion of the fascist leaders prevented him from reaching 
his ambitious and idealistic goals.

Engineer Puricelli had from the beginning a realistic and rational concept 
of the real function of motorways, and foresaw with astonishing clear-
ness the developments and diffusion they should have had. We feel we 
must say that due to a mix of circumstances and external factors, the 
prevailing (and not prudent or careful) interference of the political powers 
of the times [i.e., the Fascist regime] and the enthusiasm generated by the 
first proposals together mutated the correct implementation of Puricelli’s 
ideas. These were, therefore, incorrectly understood, promoted by means 
of superficial opinions and poorly considered assessments, which were 
sometimes malevolent.80

For Jelmoni, the inauguration of the first completed leg of the Milan–
Lakes motorway in 1924 was a landmark, though its historical relevance 
was not fully understood. It was in that moment that it was possible to 
define the true profile of Puricelli: a genius. “Nobody could have imag-
ined what that first short (but for the period, great) motorway would 
represent. Really, nobody? No, one person understood: a gentleman 
just in his forties, tall and sharp, with pleasing manners, an open and 
charming smile that sweetened his severe face; that gentleman who, 
in a frock coat and top hat, was next to the [Italian] king in the motor 
vehicle during the inaugural trip from Milan to the lakes: it was the engi-
neer Piero Puricelli, count of Lomnago, the first in the world to conceive 
of the motorway.”81

In opposition to these hyperbolic statements, other views of Puricel-
li’s actions soon emerged in the Italian literature, developed in a new 
season of studies of the fascist period. Lando Bortolotti, after his 1978 
book on the fascist housing policy, painted the Milanese entrepreneur 
critically, depicting him as a champion of arrogant and ruthless specu-
lations, with muddy relationships with the finance world and shadowy 
dealings. Puricelli was indifferent to the cost of his “bizarre” initiatives 
because he was backed by ample political protection, including by Mus-
solini himself. Puricelli was an antihero, ready to suck money from the 
treasury, cunningly using public resources to implement his lavish—and 
pointless—motorway programs. The political system was vulnerable to 
this plot, making it possible to create a useless and meaningless motor-
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way network for a country with practically no cars. For Bortolotti, the 
costs of the disgraceful operation were a burden on the public treasury, 
while the profits enriched the unscrupulous and swashbuckling con-
tractors. Puricelli emerged as the villain of that period.82

The most recent investigations frame Puricelli in a broader context in 
which the motorway programs were (correctly) only a part of a wider 
professional and financial biography. Annabella Galleni and Nicola De 
Ianni worked on Puricelli’s professional adventures, opening a new 
stage of studies on road renewal in the first part of twentieth-century 
Italy.83 Their archival research and their historical analysis allow us to 
better understand Puricelli—his success and his failure. His role as a 
visionary is confirmed, defining him more as a pathfinder than as a 
classical contractor, with an international vision of his company in his 
mind. Puricelli was, in other words, an entrepreneur, able to move easily 
in the finance salons, with strong contacts with political actors (dem-
ocratic, socialist, and then fascist), and with international ambitions for 
his business. However, he was overwhelmed by his ambition, by too 
many speculations, and, to be fair, by a new financial landscape that 
emerged after the 1929 crisis.

This Volume

This volume has, like any other book, a history itself. My historical inter-
est in Italian and European motorways is now fifteen years old. I have 
spent this time reading, exploring historical archives, and discussing the 
topic with many colleagues. As a major outcome of that activity, in 2007 
I published a volume in Italian, through the Turin publisher Trauben—a 
book that can now be enjoyed in English. However, this volume is a 
lot more than a translation. After the Italian version was published, I 
continued to work on the topic, publishing other papers, articles, and 
essays in Italian and English journals and books.84

Therefore, this book includes additional material, newly written, in 
order to position the Italian case study to an international audience, and 
to better highlight the relevant international connections, impact, and 
influences of the Italian motorway programs of the fascist era. In this 
volume I not only considered the evolution of my research and thought, 
but also the rich changes that have occurred in the historical debate on 
roads, transport, and mobility.

The volume is organized in eight chapters, which describe, in roughly 
chronological order, the Italian motorway history in the interbellum 
period. As explained above, to better understand the reasons behind 
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the Italian motorway programs, the first chapter explores the history 
of Italian roads before motorways, between national unity in 1861 and 
Mussolini taking power in 1922.

The second chapter describes the early 1920s construction proposals 
and their outcomes, also presenting the main actors, while chapter 3 
focuses on the propaganda uses of this work and on the 1926 Interna-
tional Road Congress (PIARC), which represents the peak of propaganda 
using Italian motorways. Chapters 4 and 5 discuss the weak elements 
of the motorway projects, and how the above elements clashed with or 
integrated into the wider fascist politics regarding transport.

The analysis of a large-scale event like the Italian motorways often 
results in losing a grip on some details. For that reason, chapter 6 is 
devoted to a single motorway, the Turin–Milan, detailing a case study 
and scrutinizing the role of Fiat in the motorway business.

Chapter 7 analyzes the final 1930s crisis in the motorway field and 
the state’s role in covering the debts in order to save its prestige, while 
chapter 8 explores the late 1930s and the long-term legacy of the inter-
bellum plans.

Finally, the conclusion analyzes the success and the originality of the 
Italian motorways in a European framework, claiming that Puricelli’s 
proposals were part of a debate about Europe, in which motorways 
were icons of a political and technological achievement, autonomous 
and independent of the U.S. and U.S.S.R. models.
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